Experimental approaches to protein folding based on the concept of a slow hydrogen exchange core.
In a review of protein hydrogen exchange, we concluded that the slow exchange core is the folding core. By this we mean that the elements of secondary structure carrying the slowest exchanging backbone amides will tend to be the elements of secondary structure to fold first, that partially folded proteins will tend to be most organized in the core, and that peptides made to mimic the slow exchange core will tend to show nativelike structure. These generalizations have led us to ask several experimental questions that will be examined here: (1) In partially folded and unfolded proteins, how do the dynamics and structure of core regions differ from noncore regions? (2) Can we make protein 'core modules' as peptides corresponding to the slow exchange core? Can core modules be covalently linked to make a native state in which one conformation is significantly more stable than all other accessible conformations? (3) In a mutant perturbed outside the core, what are the effects on hydrogen exchange and folding?